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Board meeting minutes (Part 1)
9 March 2021
10:00 – 15:30
MS Teams meeting

Present
Martin Thomas

Chair

Keith Edmonds

Non-Executive Director

Mike Pinkerton

Non-Executive Director

Charlotte Moar

Non-Executive Director

Nigel Trout

Non-Executive Director

Mike Durkin

Non-Executive Director (Associate Board Member)

Sam Everington

Non-Executive Director (Associate Board Member)

Helen Vernon

Chief Executive

Denise Chaffer

Director of Safety & Learning

Vicky Voller

Director of Advice and Appeals

Joanne Evans

Director of Finance & Corporate Planning

John Mead

Technical Claims Director (Associate Board Member)

In attendance
Simon Hammond

Director of Claims Management

Ian Adams

Director of Membership and Stakeholder Engagement

Niamh McKenna

Chief Information Officer

Tinku Mitra

Head of Corporate & Information Governance

David Gurusinghe

Deputy Director, Policy, Strategy and Transformation

Julia Wellard

Executive Personal Assistant (Minutes)

Apologies

1

Administrative matters

1.1

Chair’s opening remarks and apologies
The Chair welcomed everyone to the meeting.
There were no apologies for absence.

1.2

Declaration of conflicts of interest of members
There were no conflicts of interest to note.
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1.3

Minutes of Board Meeting held on 19th January 2021
The minutes of the Board meeting held on Tuesday 19th January 2021 were approved
and signed by the Chair.

1.4

Review of actions from Board meetings
The actions from the last Board meeting were noted.
There were no actions to roll forward.
The following actions were closed:
 Managing concerns during the pandemic – Director of Advice and Appeals to
circulate the publication from our website to Board members. This has been
completed.

2

Operational items

2.1

Chief Executive’s Report
White paper – NHS Reform
An update was provided on DHSC’s legislative proposals for a Health and Care Bill
‘Integration and innovation: working together to improve health and social care for all’
which was published on 11 February 2021. A briefing has been arranged between the
DHSC bill team, NHS Resolution Senior Management Team and a law firm to start to
explore the implications of the proposals and produce a summary of issues with options
to work through. This will be followed up with the relevant contact at NHS England and
Improvement leading on the legislative side and linked in with the work the Director of
Finance is taking forward on pricing.
National Patient Safety Board
The first meeting of the National Patient Safety Board (NPSB), co-chaired by the
Minister for Mental Health, Suicide Prevention and Patient Safety, Nadine Dorries and
the DHSC Director General for NHS Policy and Performance, Lee McDonough, took
place on 11th February. The Board draws together work underway across a number of
bodies in patient safety. The Chief Executive is a member of the Board and is also
attending a working group considering the national patient safety strategy. Strep-B
infection has been put forward by the Minister as a priority area. NHS Resolution has
already undertaken work in this area to improve coding and raise awareness of the
prevalance in compensation claims. Further work is being taken forward by a clinical
fellow to analyse the claims in more detail.
Office Move
NHS Resolution vacated 151 Buckingham Palace Road offices on 26th February and
moved to 10 South Colonnade, Canary Wharf. An initial video of the office has been
circulated to staff to introduce them to the new workspace in the absence of the ability
to visit currently due to COVID restrictions.
The Board thanked the CIO and IT and Facilities team who have delivered the move,
and to the Director of Advice and Appeals, as the sponsor of the project.
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The Board noted the Chief Executive’s Report.
2.2

Performance Review
The performance review detailing financial performance and key performance
indicators for the period under review was presented. The data which support the
measurement of our performance in relation to claims management are commercially
sensitive and disclosure could adversely impact our ability to manage claims
effectively. Consequently, whilst claims activity is reported in Part 1, claims KPIs are
reported and monitored in the Part 2 private Board session.
Finance
Indemnity scheme budgets, including PIDR but excluding General Practice Indemnity
schemes and CNSC, were underspent against budget by £314m as at end of January
2021. DHSC are being kept closely informed of the likely out-turn position.
Claims
Board members commented on the breadth of information provided in the report which
could be enhanced by bringing together the individual elements into a narrative on the
totality. The performance reports as a whole are being reviewed and reformatted with
more insight and comparative data showing longer term trends.
Practitioner Performance Advice
It was noted that the case advice service has seen an increase in the number of new
requests over December 2020 and January and February 2021 compared to the
previous year which relates to the impact of COVID.
The Advice team are working with the BI team on an analysis of the characteristics of
practitioners who have been the subject of Advice cases and concerns over the last
five years. Analysis shows that between 2007 to 2013 and 2015 to 2020 there has
been a 10% reduction in clinical concerns and a similar increase in
behavioural/misconduct concerns. The Advice team have begun discussions with the
GMC, HEE and NHS Employers on what this means. There is a role for us in the
education space by putting forward interventions i.e. how discussions about
behavioural concerns are held.
Research has been commissioned to drill down into our bevioural assessment data.
The hypothesis of the shift from clinical concerns to behavioural concerns is that people
were more confident of being able to describe clinical concerns and look at
performance. We have now moved more upstream and provided people with the
language to describe why safe behaviour in a team is important. However, dealing
with behavioural issues is more complex than dealing with clinical issues. The shift in
the system shows us what people are capable of dealing with locally but does provide
greater complexity with our casework.
It was commented that the difficulties dealing with concerns are that issues have been
going on for a long time before they are reported to the Advice service. When looking
at maternity, we should look at the preventative agenda of what needs to change within
the system in order to solve the problem. A consistent theme is around team working
and in particular the relationships in teams between midwives and obstetricians which
is relevant to clinical negligence costs. Another element is the influence of human
factors and ergonomics around how we work as individuals and are then moved into
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team working without any understanding of how to improve the performance of a team
through appropriate ergonomic approaches. This has improved over the last five years
with key work being taken forward in Canada and Sweden through the ability to use
appropriate methodologies to improve the behaviour and culture within a high risk
setting. The work that the Advice service has identified is clear of what the system
needs.
Team reviews have been piloted as an intervention for a year and we have identified
that there is a gap of provisions specifically for the Advice service for maternity teams.
We are considering with DHSC whether Advice can assist here.
External Impact
Safety and Learning
It was noted that the dates for thematic reviews have not been included because of the
impact of the pandemic. The emergency care reports and the CNSGP year one report
are currently being finalised. Keith Edmonds was thanked for providing support in
reviewing the maternity thematic review. The NEDs were asked to contact the Director
of Safety and Learning if they were able to provide support to the production of the
thematic reviews.
Membership and Stakeholder Engagement (MSE)
It was noted that the MSE team is undertaking a formal operating review to ensure it
is fit for purpose to meet the needs of the organisation both now and in the future. In
terms of timing being aligned with the new five year strategy, the review will pre-empt
what is needed for the strategy by looking at our operational processes and efficiencies
and triangulating resource to deliver the strategy alongside business as usual activity.
The approach being taken to the review is to maximise the opportunities through cocreation initially with staff but there will also be engagement with external stakeholders
around how they are structured and what digital technologies they use to engage with
their stakeholders. We are also working with our members to understand how best
they want us to engage with them. In particular, a GP Standing Group was set up a
year ago which includes a number of GP stakeholders which has helped us to
understand how best to communicate with them.
The review has been discussed with the Senior Management Team and is included in
the business process which has been extended into the first quarter of next year. The
parameters of what the review is trying to achieve in terms of external outreach are
important as it will identify what our platform is in order to progress forward, particularly
as we move into the new strategy development. The review is necessary as the
platform has already shifted, particularly where we have held events in person which
have not been as far reaching as the events which are held digitally. It is likely that
going forward there will be a mixed economy where we will be doing more digitally
although there will still be a place for the ‘in person’ events. The outputs of the review
will feed into the strategy review around how people want to engage with us and ensure
that we are set up for this to happen.
The Board noted the performance reports for the Finance, Claims, Practitioner
Performance Advice, Safety and Learning, Early Notification and Primary Care
Appeals functions.
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3

Management proposals requiring Board input or approval

3.1

There were no items to consider.

4

Liaison with Key Stakeholders

4.1

There were no items to consider.

5

Key Developments

5.1

There were no items to consider.

6

Oversight of Key Projects

6.1

There were no items to consider.

7

Board Committee Reports and Minutes

7.1

ARC minutes of meeting held on 14th October 2020
The minutes of the ARC meeting held on 14th October 2020 were noted by the Board.

7.2

ARC Terms of Reference
The ARC Terms of Reference have been reviewed to ensure they are fit for purpose
and reflect the role of the ARC and its relationship with the Board. ARC confirmed the
current Terms of Reference were fit for purpose at its meeting on 16 February 2021.
The Board approved the Terms of Reference.

8

Other matters requiring Board attention
There were no items to consider.

9

Any Other Business

9.1

There was no other business.

10

Date and Venue for next meeting

10.1

The next Board meeting is scheduled for Tuesday 18th May 2021 at 10.00am, the
location to be kept under review and if necessary this will be a virtual meeting.
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Signed ……………………………………………………….………
Date ………………………………………………………………….
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Action Ref
No.
21.02

Date of Board
Meeting
19.1.21

Part 1 or
Part 2
Part 1

Reference
Managing Concerns
during the pandemic

Action
DoA&A to circulate the publication from our website
to Board members.

Date action
due
ASAP

Officer responsible
DoA&A

RAG rating
CLOSED

Status of action
Completed
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Chief Executive’s Report
Board meeting (Part 1)
18th May 2021
Infected Blood Update
The Cabinet Office made a written statement on 25th March 2021 updating on the Infected
Blood tragedy with regards to parity of financial support, the commitment to considering a
compensation framework, and enhancements to the psychological support for victims.
The statement gives an indication of the further steps that will be taken on financial support /
compensation and redress.
The main points are:
 The Schemes managed by each devolved nation will be adapted so that there is parity in
payments to infected and affected people.
 Adaptions are in line with the UK-wide agreement reached in July 2019.
 To meet the Government’s commitment to consider a framework for compensation, they
are confirming the intention to appoint an independent reviewer to carry out a study,
looking at options for a framework for compensation, and to report back to the
Paymaster General with recommendations, before the Inquiry reports.
 The terms of reference will be finalised in consultation between the independent reviewer
and those infected and affected.
 The study will include consideration of the scope and levels of such compensation, and
the relationship between a compensation framework and the existing financial support
schemes in place.
 The study is separate from the public inquiry, it will not duplicate the work of the Inquiry,
or cut across the Inquiry’s findings. The study shall provide the Paymaster General with
advice on potential compensation framework design and solutions which can be ready to
implement upon the conclusion of the Inquiry, should the Inquiry’s findings and
recommendations require it.
The Board is asked to note the Chief Executive’s report.

1
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Board meeting – Part 1
Tuesday 18 May 2021

Agenda item:

Item 2.2

Title of paper:

Performance Report

Responsible Director/Lead:

Chief Executive and SMT leads

Summary of paper:
The performance reports provide an overview on financial performance and key performance indicators
for the period under review. Where performance is below target an explanation is given together with
details of plans to bring performance back in line.
Part 1 reports have been split into the following sections for ease of navigation:
1. Executive summary;
2. Financial performance;
3. Operational performance; and
4. Impact on the external environment
We continue to review opportunities to streamline future reporting including doing more to update by
exception.

Board action requested:
The Board is asked to note the report.

Potential risks:
Our performance is detailed in public documents such as the Business Plan and our Annual Report and
Accounts as well as reported on a regular basis to the Department of Health. Any failure to perform against
agreed targets or to have plans in place to remedy under performance would bring into question our
effectiveness in delivering the aims of our Business Plan.

Equality, diversity & inclusion:
We review all the proposed measures of performance against our standards in this area when agreeing
definition of thresholds with the Department of Health and Social Care at the outset of the financial year.

Has the patient and public interest been taken into account?
All performance measures are focused ultimately on the interests of patients and the public be that in
relation to patient safety or preserving resources for NHS care.
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Key points to note from this reporting period are as follows:
Finance (to end March)


The full year DEL budget is underspent by £445m. Indemnity scheme budgets, including the PIDR impact and General Practice
Indemnity arrangements and CNSC are underspent against budget by £438m. Capital expenditure is £647k for the year compared to
a budget of £1,400k.

Operations (to end March)


Reported claim numbers have remained low through the year across two of our three principal schemes, most notably in LTPS. The
specialty assigned to newly reported clinical claims has not changed significantly, which is expected, due to the time lag for reporting
new clinical claims. It remains to be seen whether Covid will have any impact on this trend, which may not be apparent until 2021/22
and beyond. Orthopaedic surgery and emergency medicine remain the top two clinical specialties by volume, which is a pattern that is
consistent with previous years. Obstetrics remained the top specialty by value, which is unsurprising due to the nature of the claims.
Orthopaedic remains the largest injury type in LTPS, although makes up a smaller proportion of the portfolio than in 2019/20.



The Advice service has continued to deliver business as usual in respect of its core case advice work, with a steady rise in the number
of new advice cases in Q4. The number of assessments and interventions delivered this FY was around 26% lower than in 2019/20.
This was a result of reduced demand due to COVID and the pausing of a number of our services in March 2020. We made a good
recovery in Q3 and Q4 after we had transferred services onto virtual platforms, and the increase in demand for assessments and
interventions that we saw in Q3 has continued into Q4, with the number at planning stage being significantly higher than at the same
time last year.

The Board is asked to note the Part 1 performance reports.

Tab 2.2.2 Performance report - Executive summary

Part 1 performance report – executive summary
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Summary financial position at March 2021 – draft accounts:
Departmental Expenditure Limit (DEL) budgets


The full year DEL budget is underspent by £445m.



Indemnity scheme budgets, including the PIDR impact and General Practice Indemnity arrangements and CNSC are underspent
against budget by £438m.



No claims-related payments have yet been made on either CNSC or CTIS.



Administration costs are £3m underspent primarily due underspends from the impact of delays to the Claims Evolution Programme
and the Legal Panel Tender as well as the impact of the Covid-19 pandemic.



Capital expenditure is £647k for the year compared to a budget of £1,400k.

Annually Managed Expenditure (AME) budget


This budget relates to the change in the value from one year to the next, of liabilities expected to be settled in the future, arising from
NHS Resolution’s indemnity schemes. DHSC confirmed that HMT agreed an AME budget for NHS Resolution to be £8.4bn, which
was the high end of our estimates allowing for risk and uncertainty. A range of estimates was submitted to DHSC prior to completing
the year-end work to assess changes to assumptions and experience for the current year.



The draft AME position as at March 2021 across all schemes is a £1.3bn decrease in the value of the provision against the budget of
£8.4bn resulting in a £9.7bn underspend. The movement is due to changes to assumptions, mainly the reduction in the PPO damages
inflation assumption, the ASHE assumption and reduction in PPO claims numbers, partially offset by the allowance made related to
assumptions for the impact of Covid-19.

2.2

Tab 2.2.3 Performance report - financial

Department Expenditure Limit (DEL) Position for the year to date (as at March 2021)
Budget

Actual

Variance

£’000

£’000

£’000

Incom e
Member contributions
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Other income
Total incom e

(2,303,979)

(2,308,768)

(1,020)

(759)

4,789
(261)

(2,304,999)

(2,309,527)

4,528

2,499,735

2,104,629

395,106

136,000

93,281

42,719

62,000

62,048

(48)

0

0

0

37,541

34,504

3,038

2,735,276

2,294,462

440,814

430,277

430,277

0

0

(445,342)

445,342

Expenditure
Total Member Funded Schemes
DHSC Funded Schemes
GPI (CNSGP, ELSGP and ELGP)
CNSC
Administration

Total Expenditure
Parliam entary funding
Net expenditure

The income and expenditure for the year to date position on Department Expenditure Limit (DEL) budgets is shown above. This relates to
the settlement of claims in year and NHS Resolution’s administration costs.
Expenditure for the schemes consists of two elements: expenditure estimated at a personal injury discount rate of 2.5% (referred to as
baseline expenditure), and expenditure related to the impact of the change in the PIDR. The indemnity schemes are underspent by £438m
overall, as shown in the table above.
Prompt Payment Policy and Reporting of Performance
The number of invoices paid within 30 days is below the target of 95% at 88% for the year to March, with relevant payments totalling
£182m. However, in the month of March, the number of invoices paid on time was 96%, which was above the target of 95%. This is the first
time the target has been exceeded.
The majority of the organisation spend is damages which is not included in the calculation as they are not covered by the legislation on
payments to suppliers of goods and services
The Board is asked to note the report. Please note that the numbers are draft at the time of writing, which was the position as at 13
April 2021. While we do not expect any significant changes as we work to complete the year end accounts and audit process there
may be some changes.
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Operations - Claims Management Service
Reports on the number of claims for compensation received by NHS Resolution under our three principal indemnity schemes, alongside a
high level overview of the portfolio of those claims. Our performance in the management of claims against our key performance indicators is
commercially sensitive and included in the papers in Part 2.
Reported claim numbers have remained low through the year across two of our three principal schemes, most notably in LTPS. The
specialty assigned to newly reported clinical claims has not changed significantly, which is expected, due to the time lag for reporting new
clinical claims. It remains to be seen whether Covid will have any impact on this trend, which may not be apparent until 2021/22 and beyond.
Orthopaedic surgery and emergency medicine remain the top two clinical specialties by volume, which is a pattern that is consistent with
previous years. Obstetrics remained the top specialty by value, which is unsurprising due to the nature of the claims.
The number of claims received in LTPS has dropped significantly since the start of the Covid-19 pandemic. The split between employers’
liability (EL) and public liability (PL) cases remains broadly similar, but there appears to be a gradual emergent trend towards a larger volume
of PL cases. This may however be impacted by the pandemic and will be kept under review.
Orthopaedic remains the largest injury type in LTPS, although makes up a smaller proportion of the portfolio than in 2019/20. Psychiatric
injuries make up a larger proportion of cases compared with 2019/20 (up from 11% to 17%). We may see greater volatility in this portfolio as
percentages will be more easily affected by small increases in numbers. Slip and trips remain the highest cause of LTPS claims.
We have noted an increase in DPA claims and comment further below on the pattern and likely cause.
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Charts
This report confirms numbers up to 31 March 2021.
Number of claims and incident reports received in 2020/21 compared with 2019/20
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Schemes

2019/20

2020/21

Change

Clinical Negligence Scheme for Trusts (CNST)

11181

10626

-4.96%

Liabilities to Third Parties Scheme (LTPS)

3721

2723

-26.8%

Clinical Negligence Scheme for General Practice (CNSGP)

408

987

+142%

The figures for CNST exclude birth injury incidents notified under the Early Notification (EN) initiative. EN incidents which have converted to claims are included.

The CNSGP numbers continue to increase following the inception of the scheme in April 2019, although the rate of growth has levelled since
the beginning of 2020/21. The immaturity and small volume of cases in this scheme makes it difficult to assess whether there has been any
significant impact of COVID-19.
CNST and LTPS reports dropped when restrictions relating to COVID-19 were put in place. An acute drop was seen in April/May 2020 when
the restrictions were first introduced. Reporting picked up in mid-2020 however, the month on month volatility that has been seen in previous
years did not materialise. Reporting did pick up in March 2021, similar to levels seen in previous years in the same month. Overall rates of
reporting have been relatively low compared with the previous 3 years.
Non-clinical claims experienced a dramatic drop in April to June, (see Chart below) and a further dip in December and January (albeit
expected in line with seasonal fluctuations). March 2021 was the only month in which reporting rates were higher than the same month in
the previous year. Overall notifications remain well below the year to date in comparison with 2019/20, which is a trend seen across the
General Insurance market.
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This chart shows the month-on-month volatility of new claims received in the last fourteen full financial years, for the two membership
schemes; CNST (clinical) and LTPS (non-clinical).
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New claims over the last fourteen years
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LTPS EL/PL claims reported compared with the same periods since 2014/15
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Non Clinical
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Data Protection Act claims reported since 2017/18
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LTPS covers claims arising from breaches of data protection legislation under Schedule 3 - Public and products liability claims.
There is a cover and cap in respect of claims arising from one event or series of events, and a maximum sum payable in any one
membership year.
The above chart shows the number of data protection legislation breach claims received in the last four financial years. The number of data
protection claims has increased year on year since 2017/18. This portfolio contains a number of group actions i.e. one incident resulting in
multiple case reports. The underlying causes remain under consideration but are likely to be influenced directly by a change in common law.
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Operations - Practitioner Performance Advice Service
Executive Summary
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The Advice service has continued to deliver business as usual in respect of its core case advice work, with a steady rise in the number of
new advice cases in Q4.
The number of assessments and interventions delivered this FY was around 26% lower than in 2019/20. This was a result of reduced
demand due to COVID and the pausing of a number of our services in March 2020. We made a good recovery in Q3 and Q4 after we had
transferred services onto virtual platforms, and the increase in demand for assessments and interventions that we saw in Q3 has continued
into Q4, with the number at planning stage being significantly higher than at the same time last year.
Case advice service
Demand for the case advice work has remained consistently high in Q4, notwithstanding the third wave of COVID-19. Points to note:


A 35% increase in the number of new requests received from January to March 2021 when compared to the same period in the
previous financial year.



The open caseload remains broadly consistent, being 4% lower than at the same point in the previous financial year.



The provision of advice to 83% of secondary organisations and primary care teams across England, Wales and Northern Ireland,
compared with 80% at the same point in the previous financial year.
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Chart 2: New requests for advice – timeline
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Chart 1: New requests for advice received
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Chart 3: New requests for advice – by sector
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*’General’ includes cases which may not be sector specific

Chart 4: New requests for advice – by profession

*Other includes general cases, which may not be sector specific, and medical students.
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Chart 5: Open caseload timeline
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.

Exclusions in England (secondary care only)
87.4% of exclusions in secondary care (111 / 127 cases) in England were reviewed by the Advice service within the target timeframe.
Cases where the KPI was not met were as a result of healthcare organisations being unable to engage in reviews within the required time,
likely due to the impact of COVID-19. In all but two cases, reviews have now been undertaken.
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Assessments and other interventions
Demand for assessments remained steady during Q4, at a similar level to Q3 and significantly higher than Q1 and Q2. Of the 46
assessments offered this year, 41% of them were in Q4, with the majority being behavioural assessments which were delivered virtually.
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Due to the pandemic, we were unable to complete any on-site clinical performance assessments of practitioners this FY. We have
undertaken our first virtual performance assessment of a general practitioner, which is due for completion in May.
The table below shows the number of assessments and interventions that are currently in our system. There is a higher number of
behavioural assessments and action plans in preparation, compared to the same time last year. 17 behavioural assessments are being
planned compared to 4 in March 2020, and we are preparing 6 action plans compared with having no requests this time last year.
Assessments and interventions

Activity summary FY 2020/21

Clinical performance assessment




1 clinical performance assessment is being conducted remotely
2 clinical performance assessments cannot proceed at present

Behavioural assessment




20 behavioural assessments completed
17 behavioural assessments are being arranged

Professional Support and
Remediation action plans





29 action plans issued
3 reviews undertaken of local action plans prepared by healthcare organisations
6 action plans are being prepared (with 3 more awaiting further information to proceed)

Other interventions




4 assisted mediations completed
4 team reviews completed

Delivery times
The average time to complete a behavioural assessment in FY 2020/21 was 8 weeks, which is the same as the average in 2019/20 and
significantly better than the performance in the previous year (2018/19) when the average was 19 weeks.
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Chart 6: Time taken to deliver behavioural assessments
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In the case of action plans, the average number of working days taken to complete a plan was 17 working days in both FY 2019/20 and
2020/21. In FY 2018/19, the average was 30 working days.

Chart 7: Time taken to deliver action plans
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Healthcare Professional Alert Notices (HPANs)
At the end of March 2021 there were three active HPANs, compared with five in March 2020. The number of HPANs requested (24) has
similarly remained broadly consistent with the number of requests received in the same period in FY 2019/20 (25).
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Chart 8: Healthcare Professional Alert Notices
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External education and learning
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Delivery of face-to-face training workshops was halted in March 2020 as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic. One training workshop was delivered
between lockdowns and we have re-commenced training delivery using MS Teams in March 2021.

Chart 9: External education activity
Workshops delivered (face to face)
Total:
-

In-house
Public

Activity summary
FY 2019/20

Activity summary
FY 2020/21

55

1

39
16

1
0

0

1

0

1

0

9

0

5
4

Workshops delivered (Virtual)
Total
-

In house
Webinars

Total
-

Primary Care
Secondary Care

-

External events participation

-

Total

55

16

-

Responsible Officer

19

6

-

Advice specific

15

7

-

Corporate

21

3
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Case advice

Measure to report

90% of requests for advice responded to within 2
working days

Comparison
reporting period to
31 April 2020

FY 2020/21 to 31
January 2021

FY 2020/21 to 31
April 2021

99%

100%

100%

(or within an alternative timeframe requested by the
employing/contracting organisation)
Healthcare
Professional Alert
Notices (HPANs)

90% of HPANs issued/released (where justified) within 7
working days

100%

100%

100%

HPANs

90% of HPANs revoked (where justified) within 7 working
days

100%

100%

100%

External education
and learning

90% of education events rated by participants at least 4
out of 5 for effectiveness/impact

88%

100%

100%

Exclusions and
suspensions

90% of all exclusions/suspensions critically reviewed
(where due)

94%

89%

87%
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Key performance indicators
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The performance review for YTD up to 31 March 2020/21 is presented for Primary Care Appeals along with an update regarding NHS
Resolution’s power to award interest.
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Operations - Primary Care Appeals
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Key performance indicators
Measure to report

Comparison reporting period Previous reporting period
to 31 March 2020
to 31 January 2021

Current reporting period to
31 March 2021
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90% of "first step" letters sent out within 7 days of
receiving the appeal or dispute

99%

100%

100%

100% appeals or disputes where 14 or more days’
notice of hearing has been given

100%

100%

100%

80% of pharmacy appeals where Decision Maker
agreed with recommendation of Case Manager

95%

98%

98%

90% outcome of quality audits for appeals and dispute
files

100%

97%

98%

11 weeks

11 weeks

18 weeks

18 weeks

30 weeks

34 weeks1

29 weeks

29 weeks

Target = 15 weeks
The average number of weeks taken to resolve appeals
and disputes - internal input only

11 weeks

Target = 19 weeks
The average number of weeks taken to resolve appeals
and disputes – additional input

16 weeks

Target = 25 weeks
The average number of weeks taken to resolve appeals
and disputes - Oral Hearing

28 weeks

Target = 33 weeks
The average number of weeks taken to resolve
disputes – Current Market Rent valuation input required

30 weeks

Explanatory Note
White – no cases in the reporting period
1

Includes hearings delayed due to the pandemic. Had this not been the case, average time would be 23 weeks and within target.
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It was reported to Board on 19 January 2021 that the Court of Appeal had determined that NHS Resolution has a power to award interest if it
finds that a primary care contractor has been underpaid (and equally when a contractor has been overpaid and NHS England seek to
clawback monies). After seeking views from a range of representative bodies and from NHS England and NHS Improvement, the Primary
Care Appeals service has now established its approach which was published on 7 April 2021.
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Approach to the award of Interest
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Part 1 performance report – external impact
May 2021
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Safety and Learning
Response to Members - 95% response rate to Members following a request for contact within three working days.
KPI compliance is 100%
The number of enquiries to safety@resolution.nhs.uk is used to report this standard. Enquiries addressed directly to the team are not
included. There were 29 requests for information or support received via the Safety and Learning enquiries generic inbox.
The Safety and Learning enquiries inbox has received a mixture of score cards queries, mediation requests, safety actions, NHS Resolution
extranet queries, guidelines on patient information publications, risk management standards and incident complaints.

Participation in Eighteen regional engagement events for members which include Two National sharing and learning events.
Although face to face contact with members is not possible due to the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic, the team have hosted / participated in 20
regional events virtually during the last 2 months. The team have also presented at 4 virtual National events on Being Fair / Just Culture.
The Safety and Learning Team are planning the two National sharing and learning events for 2021/2022, which will coincide with the release
of the thematic review reports.*
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Products – Eight safety and learning products to be made available for members in 2021/2022.
Products currently in production:
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Claims Scorecard User Guide Video

Complete – Awaiting release
date TBC*

‘Did you know?’ leaflet – Retained foreign object post procedure
Emergency Department Report series x 3

Complete and Live on the
NHS Resolution Website
TBC*

First year review of CNS GP Report

TBC*

Early Notification 2021 Report

September 2021*

Diabetes and Lower Limb Complications Report

TBC*

Mediation leaflets (2) to support patients, clinicians, members and
beneficiaries
High level report comparing Cauda Equina cases in primary and
secondary care
‘Did you know?’ leaflet – Wrong Site Surgery

TBC*
TBC*
September 2021*

*All time scales are to be confirmed due to availability of clinicians to support the work during the current pandemic
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Positive feedback from trusts visited on recognition of products (at least 60%).
KPI compliance is 95%
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Following each virtual health provider meeting or learning event the Safety and Learning team gather informal feedback on our products to
help us improve existing resources and plan new ones, with the aim of sharing learning nationally and regionally to improve patient safety
and reduce harm.
Overall, verbal feedback is aligned with our in-house Google analytics (measurement of virtual visit to different resource pages). The most
favourable and used resources over past year are: The ‘Saying Sorry’ leaflet and our films.
The ‘Did you know?’ leaflet – Retained foreign object post procedure, went live on the NHS Resolution website on the 30/03/2021. To date
there have been 347 visits on the leaflet resource page. A number of verbal and written communications have also been received with
positive feedback regarding the content of the leaflet and an acknowledgement that the leaflet will be shared with staff within their member
organisations.
Whilst face to face contact with members remains on hold due to the pandemic, all publication and distribution of resources is in a digital
format via our website.
Trusts are encouraged to share their stories in the NHS Resolution format focussing on what the trust has learned and changed as a result of
the claim. Members of panel and experts instructed on claims have supported the generation of case stories by highlighting relevant learning
points in cases they have worked on. Case stories featuring patients and/or their families deliver a powerful and human perspective on
learning from claims.
The focus for 2021/2022 is how the Safety and Learning team can develop new ways of measuring the Safety and Learning team impact.
There is currently collaboration work being undertaken with MSE to review and establish new impact measurement processes / tools.
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February/March 2021 update
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Clinical KPI 3 - Bi-annual feedback to the Trusts/Local Maternity Systems (LMS) on themes identified or updates on EN cases
The clinical team provide feedback to Trusts on cases of concern, and are currently mapping out the process for sharing themes on a
broader scale across local maternity systems and local learning systems in general and also due to the impact of COVID-19.
The EN team continue to meet with Trusts virtually and discuss specific feedback in relation to their EN cases, as well as discussing the
maternity incentive scheme. Feedback meetings attended during this time by the EN time are reflected within the board engagements table.
Clinical KPI 4 - Production and publication of six case stories for Trusts per year and regularly inviting feedback from Local
Maternity Systems
One case story was produced for Q4 2020/2021. The team has been mindful of the impact of the pandemic and therefore a reduced impact
at clinical level. The team has been working very closely with the Group B Strep support charity following introduction of Group B Strep
clinical coding in April 2020. The case story is illustrative and has been drafted; the plan is to share the case story with the Group B Strep
charity for comment before publication. The Head of EN clinical will promote the case story and the early learning from a small number of
EN cases at a national conference in June 2021.
Clinical KPI 5 - In 100% of cases where a concern has been identified each case will follow the defined pathway required by the
Significant Concerns Framework measured via a bi-annual internal audit process
The team continue to manage Trusts of concern; a standard operating procedure is currently in development to strengthen the internal
governance for identification of concerns and will include the changes and requirements to feedback of potential Trusts of concern at regional
quality and safety oversight meetings and also the national maternity surveillance meeting. Therefore an audit into the process has been
deferred, and will be captured under the revised EN KPI’s which will be in shadow form from 1 April 2021.
The EN team have reconvened the internal EN concerns meeting, to monitor cases reported into the scheme post 1 April 2020, to be able to
identify themes such as number of cases upgraded for further panel investigation, and the existing team dashboard will be strengthened to
support this work. In addition, regional maternity quality oversight meetings continue to be set up, and are in their infancy. The EN team
continue to attend meetings in the regions where the meetings have been set up.
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Early Notification scheme (clinical KPIs in shadow form for 2020/21)
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Membership and Stakeholder Engagement
Executive Summary
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This Part 1 paper has been restructured as follows:
Section A: MSE Fit for Purpose
Section B: Supporting Corporate Priorities
Section A provides an update on developments within the MSE function and across NHS Resolution to enable organisational priorities and
business plan objectives. In this report we focus on the MSE Operating Review and the Digital Events Model.
Section B draws together key engagement and communications activity relating to specific corporate and directorate projects. It also covers
reporting by exception on MSE business as usual activities related to the website, social media, media relations, events, stakeholder
communications and internal communications. In this report we focus on the customer survey, the Business Plan 2021/22 and the NHS
Resolution/GIRFT Learning from Claims report.
The Board are asked to note the contents of this report.

A: MSE Fit for Purpose
Operating Review Update
As mentioned previously the MSE team, with support from Finance and HR, is currently undertaking a formal operating review which will
conclude in summer 2021. Since the March board, updates are as follows:
 we have concluded a series of Keep Stop Start Move sessions with the MSE Team;
 we have completed an internal engagement process with Directors, Deputy Directors and business partner contacts across the
organisation; and
 we are currently reviewing all MSE staff job descriptions.
MSE will present a final proposal to the Workforce Strategy Group on 17 May for sign off, after which a formal HR Consultation process will
begin.
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Digital Events Model Update
Work by the PMO (Project Management Office) has established the current state around delivering events and training digitally. The project
group has shared their views on our future needs through online surveys and directorate specific elicitation sessions are happening in May.
Market research on video conferencing/learning management platforms has started, with a next step of cross referencing their functionality
with our future requirements due to take place in Q1.

B: Supporting corporate priorities
Gaining stakeholder feedback
Due to the ongoing pressures on provider organisations and not wishing to place further burden on members, SMT made the decision to
cancel the fieldwork for the online customer survey this year. The DHSC sponsorship team are being updated on this decision as it will have
an impact on KPI reporting in the business plan.
Plans for delivering a series of in-depth interviews with 15 strategic stakeholders during June and July continues. The interviews will be
conducted by SMR, the independent research company we have used for the past three years. SMR will use a script to stimulate the
conversation but with enough flexibility in the questions to allow feedback to cover all the points the interviewee thinks are important to share
with us. Interviewees will be asked for their views on NHS Resolution’s performance and impact over the last year, as well as suggestions of
what more they’d like to see from us in the future – as a prelude to the work on developing our next corporate strategy. It is expected that a
final report of the feedback will be available in August.
This feedback will supplement information gleaned from the targeted, directorate level engagement that is happening in some areas of the
business or around specific topics.
Communicating the Business plan 2021/22
The Business Plan has been approved by Board and is currently with the DHSC for final sign off. MSE will communicate the plan internally
and externally through a variety of means across the next month, once signed-off. The key messages around the business plan are as
follows:




Our 2020/21 business plan outlines our financial and delivery plans as we move into the final year of our refreshed five-year strategy.
Our overarching priorities remain addressing clinical negligence costs across the system and sharing learning from claims across primary
and secondary care.
Our priorities for the next 12 months are set against the backdrop of the Covid-19 pandemic and the challenges and uncertainties that it
will continue to present the NHS over the coming year. We will continue to work with our partners to support the healthcare system.
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NHS Resolution / GIRFT Report – Learning from claims
GIRFT revised guidance on Learning from Litigation Claims is due to be published on 7 May 2021, which is a joint piece of work with NHS
Resolution. A subsequent webinar on the guidance is organised for 7 June 2021. MSE are working with the GIRFT communications lead to
manage communications surrounding launch.
Claims related
Communications are now complete following the migration of MPS cases and the expansion of the Existing Liabilities Scheme for General
Practice. This included updates to the NHS Resolution website and materials, member letters, internal communications and a refresh of the
online animation.
Work continues to support the ongoing indemnity arrangements in place in response to the pandemic. Working closely with DHSC, content
focused on indemnity schemes, community pharmacy, and vaccinations is continually reviewed and updated.
Practitioner Performance Advice related
Delivery of digital case investigator training has started with two courses in England and one in Wales completed. On a rolling basis, learning
from the first 10 courses is being played into the digital events model project to test project assumptions and find the optimal solution that
meets customer and internal needs.
Work continues to produce a range of digital learning products based on Advice’s understanding of market need and knowledge gaps.
Products will be sited on the website so they can be accessed when most convenient for the user. They will be promoted by MSE through
social media, Resolution Matters and individual customer conversations.
Business as Usual Communications
Exception reporting around media relations, social media, website, internal communications.
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Update on Annual report and accounts
A draft of the ‘report’ element of the annual report and accounts (minus the year-end data and figures – and therefore claims analysis and
narrative) has been shared with SMT for comment. The updated document taking into account suggestions and amendments has been
shared with the Audit and Risk Committee and is an item on the Board Part 2 agenda.
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Media relations
Over the past two months, media interest has focused heavily on maternity claims with enquiries from both The Independent and the BBC –
the latter focusing specifically on Blackpool Teaching Hospitals NHS Trust.
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Outside of this, the Care Quality Commission (CQC) launched a criminal case against East Kent Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust in relation
to a maternity incident at the trust which led to the death of a baby. This is the first case of its kind to be launched by the CQC.
Social media
During this three month period we posted 24 tweets, including 11 tweets with video clips on Twitter, resulting in 42.3k impressions. LinkedIn
was slightly less active with 18 posts pulling in just under 28k impressions.
These posts were a mixture of job postings, Did You Know? leaflets and the launch of ‘Using your claims scorecard’ animation. Also, on
Monday 8 March we celebrated International Women’s Day 2021 by highlighting the work of some of our colleagues under the hashtag
#EveryDayCourage - these posts alone secured 8.5k impressions on Twitter and had even higher engagement on LinkedIn with 9.5k
impressions.
Top five tweets for this reporting period

Impressions: 2,879
Engagements: 198

Impressions: 2,803
Engagements: 153

Impressions: 2,550
Engagements: 216
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Impressions: 2,128
Engagements: 74

Impressions: 1,260
Engagements: 50

Twitter statistics
Tweets
Profile visits
New followers
Tweet impressions
Mentions

Oct-20

Nov-20

Dec-20

Jan-21

Feb-21

Mar-21

Apr-21

10
541
28
24.3k
225

3
735
43
14.6k
332

3
1,217
35
13.68k
167

3
1,279
31
7.2k
153

6
1,826
42
9.2k
77

15
2,940
36
25.9k
223

2
803
18
8.5k
172

LinkedIn statistics
Oct-20
Posts
Unique visitors
Page views
Post impressions
Post clicks

11
392
1099
13.1k
448

Nov-20
3
302
782
4,382
79

Dec-20

Jan-21

Feb-21

Mar-21

Apr-21

1
209
574
3,472
84

3
355
502
4,388
157

5
365
1,073
7,166
398

10
440
655
16.2k
945

1
145
373
2.9k
99
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Website
Overall user statistics for www.resolution.nhs.uk
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Users
Sessions
Page views
Page per session
Avg. session duration
% New sessions
Bounce rate

Feb-Apr20

Apr-Jun20

Jun-Aug20

Aug-Oct 20

Oct-Dec 20

Dec-Feb 21

Feb-Apr21

36,480
50,597
117.4k
2.32
1:54 mins
80.4%
63.23%

31,415
43,542
103k
2.37
1:54 mins
80.3%
61.3%

27,677
38,478
93.3k
2.42
2:01 mins
79.6%
60.69%

33,571
46,859
111.7k
2.38
2:02 mins
80.2%
61.28%

40,347
56,170
107.6k
2.26
2:14 mins
80.5%
63.32%

39,739
53,310
117k
2.20
1:47 mins
82.1%
65.33%

41,415
55,904
131.1k
2.35
1:57 mins
81.6%
64.11%

In this reporting period the NHS Resolution website has seen a slight increase in users and sessions but an increase in page views by
10,000 views. This reporting period has also seen the launch of our new Faculty of Learning page (Faculty of Learning - NHS Resolution)
which is a repository of educational learning products and resources.
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Homepage design
During this reporting period we have also tested out our new homepage design. You can see a mockup of this below. It will go live on the
website by the beginning of May. We look forward to reporting the impact of this redesign in the next Board report.
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Website page performance
Content
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Home page
Covid-19 vaccinations
CNSGP
Claims Management
Advice for claimants
CNSC
Maternity incentive scheme
Contact
Practitioner Performance
Advice
CNST

Page views

Unique page
views

Avg. time on page
(secs)

Entrances

Bounce rate

13,159

10,316

00:52

8,976

34.65%

2,281
5,210
5,769
4,491
1,825
5,049
2,856

1,936
3,813
3,815
3,981
1,552
3,708
2,424

03:23
01:31
01:07
04:14
02:08
02:38
02:31

1,417
3,084
1,090
3,546
1,176
3,123
1,142

83.20%
49.95%
57.06%
85.82%
71.43%
72.40%
72.50%

2,463

1,818

01:07

1,153

53.51%

2,324

1,748

01.16

1,279

49.57%

The advice for claimants page is still receiving a high amount of users with an increase of 692 users from the last reporting period. However,
the time users are spending on the page has now gone down by 40 seconds which likely means they’re finding the information that they need
quicker.
All of the website pages listed have seen a reasonable increase in traffic for this period except for the Covid-19 vaccinations and CNSC
pages which have seen a decrease in page views. We will be exploring whether the information provided is fit for purpose and how our users
are finding these pages.
Events and training
SMT external speaking engagements during this period
 Simon Hammond spoke at the Society of Clinical Injury Lawyers Member’s Talk
 Niamh McKenna joined a panel discussion at the Role of Digital in the Transition to Value-Base Care event
 Denise Chaffer spoke at the Harm in Healthcare event organised by DWF Law
 Niamh McKenna spoke at the CIO UK Summit organised by CDM Media
 Denise Chaffer spoke at an event organised by Irwin Mitchell solicitors around Clinical Negligence Litigation and the Maternity Safety
Review
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Helen Vernon spoke at the Westminster Events conference ‘Complaints handling in the public sector’
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Internal communications
MSE continue to support NHS Resolution staff working from home through regular internal communications and promotion of support
services available to them. Through the weekly staff newsletter This Week, we continue to promote health and wellbeing messages, along
with valuable information to keep staff informed of what’s going on across the organisation.
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We continue to see high attendance number at our SMT all-staff briefings via MS Teams LIVE. The most recent briefing led by David
Gurusinghe attracted over 220 attendees on the day, with 38 additional views via vimeo (video platform). Providing staff with the flexibility to
view the event when convenient, is having a positive impact on staff.
MSE arranged an In Conversation... with Martin Thomas by way of his introduction to NHS Resolution staff. Anna Manning of PST hosted
and staff were given the opportunity to ask pose questions to Martin in advance.
MSE continue to lead on the communications element for the Ways of Working (WoW) programme. This month saw the roll out of our new
10 South Colonnade walkthrough video. The video provides a great overview of what staff may experience when entering the building from
street level to finding a space to work. It gives oversight of how staff can access the building, what staff need to do once in the building,
where all amenities and shared facilities are located, what Covid-19 secure measures are in place and much more.
It is also with great pleasure we can share that NHS Resolution has won a Pennies from Heaven 2021 GOLD award as recognition of the
high number of staff participating in this charity payroll giving scheme.
Strategic stakeholder engagement
This is covered in the Part 2 MSE board report.
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Board meeting
18 May 2021

Agenda item:

Item 2.3

Title of paper:

Policy review

Tinku Mitra, Head of Corporate and Information
Responsible Director/Lead: Governance/Joanne Evans, Director of Finance and
Corporate Planning

Summary of paper:
Background
The purpose of this paper is to give an overview to the Board of the organisational policies
in place:


Where reviews are due, a request to seek an extension and a basis for doing so



A review of delegations for approval.

Policies and their implementation are part of NHS Resolution’s internal control framework.
Policies are available to the public on the NHS Resolution website under
About>Governance>Policies (https://resolution.nhs.uk/governance-policies/) and internally
on the Intranet Repository.
The process for the review and approval of policies and procedures is set out in the Process
for the Development and Implementation of Procedural Documents (CG13) (attached). This
was last reviewed by the Operations Risk Review Group (ORG) in February 2020. A list of
the policies and procedures for Board approval and those delegated by Board to the Senior
Management Team (SMT) is contained in Appendix 4 within the document.
Review by ORG and SMT
Both ORG and SMT have considered the review dates for policies which are overdue for
review within the next 3-6 months and have supported extensions to these policies. The
basis for these extensions is set out in the report.
Request for approval by Board
For policies that require the approval of Board, the request for extensions have been
outlined within the attached report.

Board action requested:
Board is asked to:


note the policies requiring review and the process in place;

1
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agree an extension to the review date of the policies which require Board approval;
and



agree that the delegations for approval of policies within the Process for the
Development and Implementation of Procedural Documents are still fit for purpose.

Potential risks:
The formal process will ensure policies are kept up to date in line with legislation.

Equality, diversity & inclusion:
All policies and procedures will have an equality impact assessments.

Has the patient and public interest been taken into account?
Will be considered with each policy and procedure.

2
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2.3

Policy review
Board meeting (Part 2)
18 May 2021

Review conducted
As part of the Business Continuity work, the Operations Risk Review Group (ORG) reviewed
an extract of the Policy Register at its meeting on 25 February 2021. The Corporate
Governance Team (CGT) conducted a risk based assessment on the corporate policies that
were overdue or due for review within the next 3-6 months and set out what is needed to
ensure there is no risk to the organisation if they are extended. ORG considered and
supported extensions to these policies. The requests were then considered and approved by
the SMT on 3 March 2021.
A separate paper on the plan for the review of Human Resources and Organisational
Development (HR&OD) policies was considered and approved by the SMT on 24 March 2021
which includes an external review of some key HR&OD policies (see policies for external
review section).
SMT also noted that to further strengthen the current policy review process, all policies due
for review in 2021 had been added to the ORG Forward Look in line with their current review
dates.

Requests for extension
Some policies have not been updated in line with their cyclic review date generally across the
organisation due to resource issues (staff turnover and absences) over the last two years,
which has been exacerbated by the Pandemic. Some policies are also reliant on external
matters such as changes to legislation.
Policies have been reviewed using a risk based approach and RAG rated to determine any
legal risk and/or impact on health and wellbeing of our staff, also bearing in mind the capacity
of the teams to conduct the reviews. ORG and SMT have supported these requests and for
the policies that require the approval of Board, the request for extensions have been outlined
below. Note, policies that are not yet due for review or do not require Board or SMT approval
(as delegated by Board) have not been detailed within this report.
Policy extensions which require Board approval
These policies are where the role of the Board is to ensure that the organisation is compliant
with relevant legislation and codes of conduct, a breach of which may lead to significant
financial or reputational risk; or where the policy is a key operational control to manage risks
against strategic objectives.
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Board are asked to approve the requests for extensions for the following policies as endorsed
by SMT. The policies remain fit for purpose and the reviews will include any updates due to
legislative changes and refreshing/improving our own internal approach/procedures.
Policy
Policy for the
management of fire
and emergency
safety (ITFA03)
Information
Security Policy
(ITFA05)
Information
Governance (IG)
Strategy (CG02)

Review
due
Sept -21

Apr-21

Apr-21

Conflict of interest
Policy (CG06)

Apr-21

Freedom to Speak
Up (Raising
Concerns) Policy
(CG17)
Equality, Diversity
& Inclusion Policy
and Procedure
(HR01)
Recruitment and
Selection Policy
and Procedure
(HR16)
Grievance Policy
and Procedures
(HR02)

Apr-21

Request for approval of extension by Board
Board to note: an interim review and update has been undertaken
to reflect the existing emergency procedures in-place at 10SC.
These were endorsed by both ORG and SMT noting a full review
of the policy will take place at a later date
Approval requested for an extension to Sept-2021 to be
updated to align with current technical controls and changing
capabilities.
Approval requested for an extension to Oct-21 to be updated
following the completion of the review of IG infrastructure, roles and
responsibilities, as well as impact of the Chief Information Officer
(CIO) to inform strategy.
Approval requested for an extension to Oct-21 to be updated
following the fraud risk assessment by the new Counter Fraud
supplier which will include this policy (contract commenced 01-Apr21).
Approval requested for an extension to Oct-21 to be updated to
consider whether any areas from the audit of the National
Guardian’s Office need to be included in our policy.

Sep-20

Approval requested for an extension to Dec-21 to be updated
following the feedback from the Staff Engagement Survey.

Jan-20

Approval requested for an extension to Dec-21 for external
review (see policies for external review section).

Jan-20

Approval requested for an extension to Dec-21 for external
review (see policies for external review section).

Policies for external review
SMT have agreed a set of HR policies as highlighted in the table above for Capsticks Solicitors
to review. This will provide assurance to SMT that the following has been considered:


ensure policies and procedures are consistent in their approach.



ensure policies and procedures are legally compliant.



ensure where appropriate policies and procedures that have interdependences are
consistent in terms of language and terminology used.



ensure our policies and procedures apply a just and fair culture approach.



ensure all policies and procedures address confidentiality issues, which may arise



ensure policies and procedures are generally consistent in their approach.
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Any proposed changes that come out of the external review will be put through the established
internal governance process i.e. ORG, Joint Negotiating Committee (JNC), SMT and Board
where appropriate.
Policy extensions approved by SMT
Policies which are delegated to SMT for approval are those which relate to areas for which
the Board seek assurance that SMT have controls in place to manage day to day
operational activity.
Requests for extensions have been approved by SMT for the following policies and are
provided to Board for assurance that they have been reviewed.


Manual Handling Policy and Procedure (ITFA14) – due for review in Jun-21.



Workstation and Display Screen Equipment Policy and Procedure (ITFA16) – due for review
in Jun-21.



Procurement Policy and Procedure (CG21) – due for review in Oct-21



Excess Travel Policy (HR25) – due for review in Dec-21



Re-location Policy and Procedure (HR12) – due for review in Dec-21



Performance Appraisal Policy and procedure (HR07) – due for review in Dec-21



Dignity at Work Policy and procedure (HR17) – due for review in Dec-21



Home Working Policy (HR29) – due for review in Dec-21



Flexible Working policy and procedure (HR22) – due for review in Dec-21



Special Leave Policy (HR06) – due for review in Dec-21



Retirement Policy (HR27) – due for review in Dec-21



Induction Policy and Procedure (HR08) – due for review in Dec-21



No smoking Policy (HR13) – due for review in Dec-21

Recommendation
Board is asked to:


note the policies requiring review and the process in place;



agree an extension to the review date of the policies which require Board approval; and



agree that the delegations for approval of policies within the Process for the
Development and Implementation of Procedural Documents (contained in Appendix 4
within the document) are still fit for purpose.
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Process for the Approval of
Policy and Procedural Documents
CG13
Beware when using a printed version of this document. It may have been subsequently
amended. Please check online for the latest version

Applies to:

All employees developing formal NHS
Resolution procedural documents, e.g. policies
and procedures

Version:

V2.0

Date of ORG Review

20 February 2020

Date of SMT approval:

-

Date of Board approval:

N/A

Review date:

2023

Author:

Catherine O’Sullivan

Owner:

Tinku Mitra
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Contents
1. Introduction ............................................................................................................ 3
2. Scope .................................................................................................................... 3
3. Definitions .............................................................................................................. 3
4. Equality Impact Assessments ................................................................................ 3
5. Roles and Responsibilities..................................................................................... 4
6. Revising or Developing a New Procedural Document ........................................... 7
7. Process for Approval and implemented ................................................................. 7
8. Local/team Procedures .......................................................................................... 8
9. Process for monitoring effective implementation ... Error! Bookmark not defined.
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Appendix 1 .................................................................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
Appendix 2 .................................................................................................................. 14
Appendix 3 .................................................................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
Appendix 4 .................................................................... Error! Bookmark not defined.
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1. Introduction
1.1. Organisations need formal written documents which communicate standard
organisational ways of working, or help to provide for the operational implementation of
legislation to which we need to comply. These documents clarify strategic and
operational requirements and bring consistency to day to day practice. In addition they
can improve the quality of work and increase the successful achievement of objectives.
1.2. A common format and approval structure for such documents helps to reinforce
corporate identity and, more importantly, helps to ensure that policies and procedures in
use are current and reflect an organisational approach.
1.3. It also helps to avoid confusion and to assist those who are in scope of the policy or
procedure in identifying key issues within such a document.

2. Scope
2.1. This procedure applies to all staff members of NHS Resolutions, including those directly
employed via an employment contract and those engaged on a self-employed basis or
a contractor, volunteer, apprentice and those carrying out business at NHS Resolution,
whether paid or unpaid, including the voluntary services, when they are on NHS
Resolution premises.

3. Definitions
For the purposes of this procedure, the term “procedural document” refers to the following
document types:

Strategy: A statement of intent for achieving organisational aims and objectives.
Policy: A statement which outlines an agreed position and governing principles
relating to the implementation of a legislative requirement or a response to a specific
circumstances.
Procedure: An established set of actions which is the official or accepted way of
doing something. Reasons for deviation from the procedure should be recorded
Guidance: A document setting out a preferred method of operation. Other methods
are not prohibited but a reason for deviation from guidance should be fully justifiable
and line management agreement sought in all cases of any doubt.
In general, strategy and policy define what an organisation wants to do whilst
procedure and guidance define how the organisation wants to do it.

4. Equality Impact Assessments
All Policy Documents
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In line with the Public Sector Equality Duty, every policy and procedural
document will be screened by the person responsible for its development to consider
whether there is an equality dimension or whether any adjustments are necessary to
comply with the duty to promote equality and diversity. This should involve
consultation with stakeholders appropriate to the aims of the individual document.
The equality screening process and any wider impact assessment should be
recorded within the document, using the heading “Equality Impact Assessment”.
[Appendix 1]

5. Roles and Responsibilities
Policy/Procedure Author
Responsible for ensuring procedural document is in place and approved as required.
Author should ensure the document is reviewed at least every three years or sooner
where there is a reason to do so such as an accepted audit recommendation,
outcome of learning from incidents or legislative change.
Board
Responsible for approving policies which relate to areas where the role of the Board
is to ensure that the organisation is compliant with relevant legislation, or where the
policy is a key operational control to manage risks against strategic objectives. The
Board may also delegate authority for approval of policies to the Senior Management
Team (SMT).
Senior Management Team (SMT)
Responsible for approving policies that have been delegated by the Board which
relates to the operational activity of the business.
Operations Risk Review Group (ORG)
ORG review policies and procedures to inform a recommendation to SMT for
approval to a policy or procedure. This includes a review of the tone and language of
the content of policies/procedures as well as issues for implementation or anything
that is not sufficiently clear. ORG are also asked to consider how policies/procedures
can be embedded within respective teams
Joint Negotiating Committee (JNC)
Agreeing policies/procedures for operation within NHS Resolution which affect
employees, including Human Resources policies and procedures and operational
decisions which are likely to affect job prospects or job security of employees
Corporate and Information Governance Team (CGT)
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In the context of this document, the CGT is required to maintain a
current register of policies and procedures, the retention of a master copy of each
policy/ procedure as well as advising policy/procedure owners of a schedule of
review and appropriate templates. The CGT will notify policy/procedure owners of the
appropriate escalation, and approval when it has taken place.
To advise policy owners on the process for approval and where secondary review is
required such as the Information Governance Group (IG) and Local Counter Fraud
Specialist team (LCFS). To review and ensure any audit recommendations have
been considered within any revised policy or procedure.
Line Managers
Responsible for contributing to the development of strategy, policy, procedure and
guidance, including following the escalation process set out within this policy, as well
as ensuring implementation, monitoring and reporting of exceptions and adverse
experiences to those responsible for the document as appropriate.
Employees and Other Workers
Responsible for contributing to the development of strategy, policy, procedure and
guidance as per the consultation process set out within this document, as well as
following all applicable policy, procedure and guidance and reporting any adverse
incidents or deviation from the documented procedure or policy to their line manager.
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Other checks where
required

New / Revisions to Policy /
Procedure
Check with Corporate Governance
Team for Policy number and if
other reviews are required

Timings

5 working days

IG Group

ORG (& JNC Review
as required)

LCFS

SMT

5 working days

Board

3 weeks before
Board Date

10 working
days

Back to Corporate
Governance Team for upload

2.3
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6. Revising or Developing a New Procedural Document
Those responsible for developing and maintaining procedural documents can seek
advice from the CGT for support with the review and implementation of a policy. CGT
can advise on audit recommendations that may need to be considered as well as
those policies and procedures that are required to be reviewed by the LCFS.
An optional Procedural Document Development Checklist is provided at Appendix 2
to assist those responsible for the development of all new and revised strategies,
policies and organisation wide procedures which should be written using the template
format which the CGT can supply and drafted in line with the organisational branding
style. [Example template Appendix 3] Where appropriate, associated documentation
should be available within appendices.
The CGT will supply a policy/procedure number for new documents.
All documents should have a document control table to ensure version control. The
CGT can assist with this if required.
All policy/procedure documents must be dated using the date of Board or SMT
approval date.
A review date of no more than three years from the date of approval must be
included. The author should ensure that a review of the document is carried out in
the event of a change in circumstances or immediately prior to the expiry date.
To assist those considering revisions to existing documents, changes should be
highlighted in some way e.g. by use of track changes or a table with reasons for
change.

7. Process for Approval and implemented
Following ORG, IG, JNC and LCFS (as required) review the author must ensure all
relevant comments are recorded.
A final draft of the policy must be submitted to SMT for approval and/or
recommendation to the Board for approval. Policies or procedures submitted to SMT
and Board must include the following:




A track change version of the previous policy or procedure
OR if there are substantial changes, a detailed summary of the changes and
the reasons for making them.
The new version

7
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A covering summary to set out the changes made and the
reasons for doing so.

A list of the policies which are due for approval to the Board and those delegated to
be approved by SMT can be found at Appendix 4.
Following SMT/Board approval, the Head of Corporate and Information Governance
will notify the relevant author who will be responsible for ensuring that the policy is
communicated to all staff.
On final Board approval of the policy/procedure document, the manager proposing
the document is then responsible for its implementation. This includes the following:
 providing a copy of the approved document, and any related forms, to the
Corporate and Information Governance Team;
 proving a copy to the Membership and Stakeholder team for publication to
the intranet and external website where required
 informing those in scope of the policy and procedure of the new/updated
document through communication channels such as weekly bulletin
including a brief summary of the document's purpose and any major
changes;

8. Local/team Procedures
Managers are responsible for the development, maintenance and implementation of
procedures specific to their area. As a minimum, such procedures should be:
 Developed in consultation with team members
 Brought to the attention of all team members and others who may be
affected by the procedure e.g. another team
 Supported by training, if necessary
 Given a clear title (and possibly a unique identifier)
 Dated, including a review date
 Inform the CGT who will updated the Policy Register, including those
procedures which have lapsed or been replaced or withdrawn, and posted
on the intranet
 To inform MSE who will post the Policy / Procedure on the intranet /
extranet and archive old policies
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9. Document Control
Date

Author

Version

Reason for change

08 February
2020

Evelyn Lucien

Draft V2.1

Rebranding to new
NHS Resolution style.

12 February
2020

Catherine O’Sullivan

Draft V2.2

Discussion with HR on
process and timings of
review of policies

17 February
2020

Catherine O’Sullivan

Draft V2.3

Updated process flow
diagram

20 February
2020

ORG

Draft V2.4

Review and comment
by ORG

SMT

Draft V2.5

Review and approval
by SMT
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Equality impact assessment tool
To be completed and attached to any procedural document as part of main document sited
between version control sheet and contents page
No.

Does the document/guidance affect one group less
or more favourably than another on the basis of:

Yes/No

Comments
This policy applies to all staff and
provides a consistent and fair
procedure to follow when an
organisational change impacts on any
contractual arrangements with staff.

1.

Race

2.

Ethnic origins (including gypsies and travellers)

3.

Culture

4.

Nationality

5.

Age

6.

Disability - learning disabilities, physical disability, sensory
impairment and mental health problems

7.

Gender

8.

Gender reassignment

9.

Marriage and civil partnership

10.

Pregnancy and maternity

11.

Religion and belief

12.

Sex

13.

Sexual orientation including lesbian, gay and bisexual
people

14.

Is there any evidence that some groups are affected
differently?

15.

If you have identified potential discrimination, are there
any exceptions valid, legal and/or justifiable?

16.

Is the impact of the document/guidance likely to be
negative?

17.

If so, can the impact be avoided?

18.

What alternative is there to achieving the
document/guidance without the impact?

19.

Can we reduce the impact by taking different action?

Names and Organisation of Individuals who carried out the Assessment:
Please give contact details
Nana Baffour-Awuah

Consider reasonable adjustments

Support under maternity policy

Date of the Assessment

20/11/19
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Appendix 2 – Document checklist

Procedural Document Development Checklist (optional)
1.

Developed using the style and format of the approved template

2.

Where existing documents are being revised, changes should be highlighted in
track changes

3.

Definitions of terms used are provided

4.

Clearly and concisely written

5.

Relevant duties of directors, managers, employees and other workers
described

6.

Relevant duties of the Board and committees described

7.

Equality Impact Assessment completed if screening deemed applicable

8.

Local Counter Fraud specialist team review (if required)

9.

Other linked policies or information sources as references are included

10.

All IG related policies and procedures must be referred to the IG group.

11.

ORG review

12.

JNC review (if required)

13.

SMT / Board approval sought

14.

New review date assigned

15.

Approved copy forwarded to the Corporate and Information Governance Team

16.

Employees informed of new/updated document, supported by roll out where
appropriate

Checklist completed by:
Name:
Title:
Date:
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Appendix 3 – Policy template

Policy Name
Policy Number
Beware when using a printed version of this document. It may have been subsequently
amended. Please check online for the latest version.

Applies to:
Version:
Date of XXXX approval:
Board Approval:
Review date:
Author:
Owner:
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Contents
Introduction
[add content here]

Purpose
[add content here]

Scope
[add content here]

Roles and responsibilities
[add content here]

Links to related Policies or procedures
[add content here]

Document control
Date

Author

Version

Reason for change
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Appendix 4 – Board and SMT delegations
Policies which require Board Approval are those which relate to areas where the role of the
Board is to ensure that the organisation is compliant with relevant legislation and codes of
conduct, a breach of which may lead to significant financial or reputational risk; or where the
policy is a key operational control to manage risks against strategic objectives. The list of these
polices are as follows:

Policy

Rationale

CG02 - Information Governance
Strategy

The Board has oversight of the IG strategy for the
organisation as it Is accountable through the role of
the Senior Information Risk Owner for assurance
that the strategy is developed through an
understanding of the information security risks.
The Board sets risk appetite and the Board needs to
have oversight of the policy to ensure that a robust
and fit for purpose risk management process is in
place.
The Board requires oversight of a policy which sets
out how the organisation manages conflict of interest
to ensure that it is fit for purpose as a breach of this
policy may give rise to financial and reputational
damage.
The Board requires oversight of the policy to be
satisfied that in the event of a crisis the Business
Continuity Strategy and Policy is fit for purpose to
ensure that business is maintained and reputational
and financial risks are minimized.
The Board through Audit and Risk Committee
requires assurance that the organisation has
arrangements and appropriate escalation to prevent
and identify fraud and corruption. This is to ensure
that financial and reputational damage is mitigated.
The orders set out the conduct of the Board and its
business and consequently requires review and
approval by the Board. The Standing Orders Policy
sets out the controls on financial conduct for which
the Board are responsible by delegation from the
Department of Health.
The Board requires oversight of this policy to ensure
that it remains fit for purpose and that complainants
have a right of review to the Accountable Officer and
Chair. The Board requires assurance that learning is
being identified and implemented.
Policy which sets out overarching Data Protection
principles and the implementation of them in the
organisation.
The Board requires oversight of Freedom to Speak
Up (Raising Concerns) policy as assurance that the
arrangements in place are fit for purpose.

CG04 - Risk Management Policy and
Procedure

CG06 - Conflict of interest Policy

CG08 –Business Continuity
Management Policy

CG09 - Anti-Fraud, Bribery and
Corruption Policy and Procedure
(formerly FINP03)

CG10 - Standing Orders Policy

CG12 - Complaints Policy
(formerly RM07)

CG14 - Data Protection Policy
(formerly RM08)
CG17 - Freedom to Speak Up (Raising
Concerns) Policy
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HR01 - Equality, Diversity & Inclusion
Policy and Procedure

HR02 - Grievance Policy and
Procedures

HR09 - Sickness Absence & Promoting
Attendance Policy & Procedure

HR10 - Disciplinary Policy, Procedure
and Rules
HR11 - Capability Policy

HR16 - Recruitment and Selection Policy
and Procedure

HR24 - Organisational Change Policy
and Procedure

ITFA03 - Policy for the management of
fire and emergency safety

ITFA04 - Health and Safety and
Wellbeing Policy

ITFA05 - Information Security Policy

The Board requires oversight of employee related
policies which are controls to ensure that legislation
is complied, and a breach of which may give rise for
grounds of a successful Employment Tribunal.
The Board requires oversight of employee related
policies which are controls to ensure that legislation
is complied, and a breach of which may give rise
give rise for grounds of a successful Employment
Tribunal.
The Board requires oversight of employee related
policies which are controls to ensure that legislation
is complied, and a breach of which may give rise for
grounds of a successful Employment Tribunal
See above

The Board requires oversight of employee related
policies which are controls to ensure that legislation
is complied with, and a breach of which may give
rise for grounds of a successful Employment
Tribunal.
The Board requires oversight of employee related
policies which are controls to ensure that legislation
is complied, and a breach of which may give rise for
grounds of a successful Employment Tribunal
The Board has oversight of organisational change to
ensure that it is being managed safely and
appropriately aligned with NHS Resolution strategy.
The policy sets out the way in which this will be
implemented.
The Board requires oversight of employee related
policies which are controls to ensure that legislation
is complied, and where a duty of care to staff is
owed
The Board requires oversight of employee related
policies which are controls to ensure that legislation
is complied, and where a duty of care to staff is
owed.
The Board has oversight of this policy to ensure that
information security controls are fit for purpose.
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Policies which are delegated to SMT for approval are those which relate to areas for which the
Board seek assurance that SMT have controls in place to manage day to day operational activity.
The list is as follows:

Policy

Description

CG03 - Acceptable Use of NHS Resolution
systems

Operational instructions and standards
about access of NHS Resolution systems.

CG11 - Incident Reporting Policy and Procedure This policy outlines the incident reporting
process.
CG15 - Freedom of Information Policy
Policy which sets out the Freedom of
Information Principles and the
implementation of them in the
organisation.
CG16 - Records Management Policy
This policy sets out the retention periods
for all records held by the organisation.
CG21 - Procurement Policy and Procedure
This policy sets out the finance and
spending controls.
COMM01 - Social Media Policy
This policy sets out rules for staff on the
conduct of communications through social
media.
FINP04 - Travel Expense Reimbursement
This policy set out rules on travel
Policy
reimbursement.
HR05 - Drug and alcohol policy
HR06 - Special Leave Policy
HR07 - Appraisal Policy and procedure

HR08 - Induction Policy and Procedure
HR12- Re-location Policy and Procedure
HR13 - No smoking Policy

HR14 - Maternity Leave Policy and Procedure
HR15 - Maternity Support, Parental & Adoption
Leave Policy & Procedure
HR17 - Dignity at Work Policy and procedure*

HR19 - Dress and Appearance code

This policy and procedure sets out
expected standards of behaviour
This policy sets out arrangements for
special leave.
Policy which sets out how appraisals are
managed.
This policy sets out induction
arrangements for all new staff.
This policy sets out expectations on
relocation expenses.
This is sets out an organisational positon
and arrangements where required for
smoking breaks.
This policy sets out operational
arrangements for taking maternity leave.
This policy sets out operational
arrangements for taking parental leave.
This policy was formerly approved by the
Board but it is now suggested that this is
delegated to SMT. The policy and
procedure sets out expected standards of
behaviour.
This policy sets out expected dress code.
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HR20 - Probation Policy and Procedure &
Probation Review form

This policy sets out arrangements for
probation period for new staff.

HR21 - Workforce Development

This policy provides guidance for members
of staff regarding consideration and access
to development opportunities,
This policy set out business arrangements
for flexible working
This policy sets out the arrangements that
will be applied to determine whether
employees relocating from one place of
work to another are entitled to excess
travel payments and how such payment
will be made.
Policy which sets out rules on annual
leave.
This policy sets out the arrangements for
taking retirement.
This policy sets out business
arrangements for home working.

HR22 - Flexible Working
HR25 - Excess Travel Policy

HR26 - Annual Leave Policy
HR27 - Retirement Policy
HR29 - Home working

ITFA07 - Workstation audit protocol
ITFA14 - Manual Handling Policy and
Procedure
ITFA16 - Workstation and Display Screen
Equipment Policy and Procedure

This is a protocol setting out how such
audits will be undertaken.
This policy sets out instructions on safe
handling of equipment.
This sets out for managers how
workstation and Display Screen Equipment
(DSE) assessments and action following
assessments should be undertaken.
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Tab 4.1.1 Coversheet

Board Meeting
18 May 2021
4.1
Agenda item:

Item 4.1

Title of paper:

NHS Resolution Board session on Maternity - 2 June 2021

Responsible Director/Lead:

Denise Chaffer

Summary of paper:
Attached is programme for Board away day planned for 2 June

Board action requested:
To note programme

Potential risks:

Equality, diversity & inclusion:

Has the patient and public interest been taken into account?
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NHSR Board session on Maternity
2 June 2021
10:00 – 14:00
Virtual via MS Teams

4.1

Is NHS Resolution doing everything it can to reduce
birth injury?
Programme
The aim of the session is to consider whether NHSR is doing everything it can to
reduce birth injury and what messages and learning can we share.
Time

Item

Speaker

Morning session – outside NHSR
10:00am Introduction to the day
How to improve safety improvement
10:15am in maternity safety.

Professor Keith Edmonds
Professor Mary DixonWoods
THIS institute - Cambridge
University

Sascha Wells Munroe –
Maternity transformation programme
Deputy Chief Midwifery
overview of work streams and
10:40am
officer for England NHS
progress - focus on safety work
E/I - Head of Maternity and
stream
Neonatal
Karen Todd, Head of
Maternity and Neonatal,
Brief overview re Funding for
NHS Quality, Safety and
11:00am
maternity improvement
Investigations
Department of Health and
Social Care (DHSC)
Update on progress and current
initiatives to reduce hypoxic brain
injury, and international
11:10am
insights/presentation of key clinical
findings from EN thematic review on
admitted liability cases

Professor Tim Draycott
Senior maternity adviser to
NHS Resolution.
Vice President of Royal
College of Obstetricians

1
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and Gynaecologists
(RCOG)
RCOG and RCM - joint Brain Injury
11:30am
Prevention programme/joint working
12:00pm

Birte Harlev-Lam
Executive Director Royal
College of Midwives
(RCM)

4.1

Break
Afternoon session – inside NHSR

12:30pm Introduction to afternoon session

Martin Thomas - Chair
NHS Resolution

Where are we now - progress on
Early Notification scheme and
12:40pm Maternity Incentive scheme (MIS),
Safety and learning products/
resources

Denise Chaffer - Director
of Safety and Learning

Discussion all
13:30pm

What are we proposing/ planning to
do /agreed next steps

Denise Chaffer - Director
of Safety and Learning

13:55pm

Discussion - All
Closing remarks

Martin Thomas - Chair
NHS Resolution

14:00pm Close

2
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Tab 5.1.1 Coversheet

Board meeting
18 May 2021 – Part One

Agenda item:

Item 5.1

Title of paper:

Case Report

Responsible Director/Lead:

John Mead

Summary of paper:
A report on the sentencing hearing for a claimant who admitted both fundamental dishonesty and contempt
of court.

SMT/Board action requested:
For noting and, if appropriate, discussion.

Potential risks/Risk Appetite:
Failing to take action against those exaggerating claims will encourage similar behaviour in others.
NHS Resolution has a low risk appetite for budgetary control.

Equality, diversity & inclusion:
Our position on exaggerated claims is the same across the board.

Has the patient and public interest been taken into account?
It is in the public interest, and in that of patients, that exaggerated claims are identified and action taken
against the perpetrators.
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Tab 5.1.2 Case Report

Board Report
Claimant jailed for Contempt of Court: Calderdale and Huddersfield NHS Foundation Trust
v. Metcalf (High Court, 11/2/2021 - Griffiths J.)
Background

5.1

Ms. Metcalf had a valid claim against the trust for negligence in delaying the diagnosis of her cauda
equina syndrome in 2012, leading to a worse outcome than would have resulted had timely
treatment been undertaken. Liability was admitted at an early stage. However, between October
2015 and January 2019 she lied repeatedly about the impact of this negligence on her ability to
lead a normal life, culminating in service of a schedule of loss totalling £5.7M. For example, she
claimed she could not walk unaided and was dependent upon a wheelchair, walking frame or
sticks. Surveillance evidence clearly demonstrated that her assertions were untrue and she
accepted that she had been fundamentally dishonest, resulting in her entire claim being dismissed,
even though she had an otherwise valid claim for around £350,000. She also admitted contempt
of court, and this hearing was to determine the appropriate sentence.
Decision
Mr. Justice Griffiths observed that the claimant’s dishonesty, “had it not been discovered, would
have extracted millions of pounds from the Trust…..An attempt was being made on a vast scale,
over a period of years…..systematically and shamefully to pervert the course of civil justice with a
view to financial gain.” Further, “she lied to a total of 13 different experts on 19 different occasions
and she signed various statements of truth to matters which were not true.”
In view of the number of contempts and the range of deliberate conduct involved, coupled with the
fact that this was an attempt to defraud the National Health Service, the starting point for
sentencing was 18 months in prison. However, there were a number of mitigating features
including: the fact that Ms. Metcalf had a genuine claim for damages; no previous convictions; the
lies were admitted before proceedings for contempt had been issued; fundamental dishonesty was
admitted; and Ms. Metcalf was the mother and main carer of a young child.
In all these circumstances, the sentence would be one of six months imprisonment with immediate
effect, and an entitlement to release after three months.
Comment
Although Ms. Metcalf had a valid claim for a significant sum, she chose to embroider the nature of
her disabilities and lied to numerous expert witnesses who interviewed her. Her lies were
uncovered by the use of surveillance, which saved the National Health Service several million
pounds potentially. She now has a prison record and has been separated from her child. She will
recover no damages at all, despite the validity of her underlying claim. This case demonstrates
that NHS Resolution will not hesitate to adopt a tough line in dealing with those who seek to recover
money inappropriately from the National Health Service. The courts recognise that defrauding
the NHS is a particularly serious issue and take this factor into account in sentencing.
1
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Tab 7.1 ARC minutes of meeting held on 16.2.20

Audit and Risk Committee Meeting Minutes
Date 16 February 2021
10.00 – 13.00
Venue –MS Teams

Members Present
Charlotte Moar

Non-Executive

Mike Pinkerton

Non-Executive

Charles Bellringer

Independent Lay Member

Julia Wortley

Independent Lay Member

In attendance
Helen Vernon

NHS Resolution Chief Executive (CEO)

Joanne Evans

NHS Resolution Director of Finance and Corporate Planning
(DofF)

Martin Thomas

NHS Resolution Chair

Catherine O’Sullivan

NHS Resolution Secretariat for the Committee (CO’S)

Sara Pollock

Deputy Director of Finance and Planning (DDFP)

Peter Morland

NAO External Audit - Engagement Director (NAOED)

Gemma Taylor

NAO - Audit Manager External Audit (NAOAM)

David Broughton

Head of Internal Audit (HoIA)

Sarah Howe

Internal Audit Manager (IAM)

Emma Jones

NHS Resolution Corporate Governance Manager (EJ)

Niamh McKenna

NHS Resolution CIO (NM)

David Gurusinghe

Deputy Director of Policy, Strategy and Transformation – item
5.1

7.1

Apologies
DHSC Sponsor

Item
1

1.1

1.2

Actions

Administrative matters
To note: the minutes are set out in order of the agenda and not
necessarily in order of discussions.
Chair’s opening remarks and apologies.
The Chair welcomed Martin Thomas, the NHSR Chair, Emma Jones,
and Niamh McKenna to the meeting.
ARC noted apologies from DHSC Sponsor team
Declaration of conflicts of interest of members
There were no conflicts of interest to note.
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1.3
1.4

Item
Minutes of the ARC Meeting held on 14 October 2020.
The minutes of the meeting of 14 October were approved.
Review of action from ARC Meetings

Actions

The actions log and updates were noted.
1.5

Any matters arising from minutes not dealt with on the agenda
There were no other matters discussed.

2.

Management Update

2.1

CEO update - The CEO provided a verbal update on key matters that
are occurring within NHS Resolution. She highlighted the NHS White
Paper as an area for NHSR to consider.
The ongoing pressures on staff in this lockdown were still a key matter
especially with the closure of schools. The health and wellbeing of
staff remains a priority and as such increased HR/OD support
continues to be available to all.

7.1

There has been additional work for NHSR in relation to COVID related
schemes, with claims starting to come through. We are also awaiting
the conclusion of the Ockenden review.
She informed ARC of the introduction of the new National Patient
Safety Board and the potential benefits the forum could bring to
NHSR.
2.2

Planning for Year End including

2.2.1 Month 9 accounts – The DofF presented the report highlighting there
had been good progress on 2020/21 Month 9 end accounts and
NAO’s prior year recommendations and management actions had all
been completed or were underway.
ARC noted that benefits were being derived from the new accounting
system in terms of efficiency and accuracy of coding of costs.
The papers included the draft M9 accounts. ARC were asked to note
the inclusion of comparative fields which enable internal testing of the
validity of the accounts. The IBNR figure will be included in the yearend accounts.
It was agreed the income budget would be included in future
comparative fields account reports.
The DofF also reported on the purpose and expected benefits of the
current re-structure of the finance team.
In relation to the PPO file management the DofF will check that the

DofF to consider
including the income
budget in future
comparative fields
account reports.
DofF to update on
the impact of Early
Notification numbers
in the accounts
including the GAD
selection approach.
DofF to confirm if the
claims procedure
manual had been
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Item
claims procedure manual had now been updated in line with the NAO
recommendation.
ARC members asked about the impact of EN on the provision and an
update on the approach by GAD to the selection of claims for years
impacted by EN. agreed to update on this as part of the accounts
information.

Actions
updated in line with
the NAO
recommendation.

ARC noted there were no concerns in relation to debtors.
Members commended management on the progress made in relation
to the PPO ESD matters with current data indicating a much lower
error rate for recent years, suggesting that changes implemented in
recent years were improving data quality
2.2.2 Accounting for COVID - ARC noted the establishment of the RPC
Covid-19 working group to provide operational insight as to the impact
of Covid-19 on the year end provisions.
It was also noted there had been early engagement with NAO and
their actuarial advisers to obtain early confirmation that our approach
is a reasonable one and gain any insights from the broader insurance
industry to help shape our approach.

Management to
consider how best to
keep ARC members
informed of key RPC
decisions

7.1

ARC concluded they were content with the process. Management will
consider how best to keep ARC members informed of key RPC
decisions in relation to this before the report is presented at the ARC
meetings of May and June 2021 to support the sign off of the Annual
Report and Accounts
2.2.3 Accounting Policies – ARC were informed that following a review of
the existing accounting policies, no changes to the policies themselves
were required, but the notes have been updated to reflect
developments during 2020/21.
2.2.4 High level ARA - ARC considered the paper that had been submitted
to the January Board, which set out the approach and high level
themes for the ARA. It was also noted that the NAO Building Public
Trust Awards – good practice in annual reports was being taken into
consideration through the drafting of the document.
Members agreed the proposed themes and the approach was
commended
2.2.5 Governance Statement - ARC noted the early draft of the document
and agreed that a more complete version will be shared with ARC
members in April to ensure the content of the statement gives
assurance on the internal controls. This will enable ARC to approve

CO’S to share a
more complete draft
with ARC members
in April
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2.3

Item
the near final draft at the May 2021 meeting.

Actions

Update on Internal Audit Tracker – ARC noted 25 actions had been
completed since the meeting of October 2020.

DofF to consider how
the strategy in
relation to utilising
Power BI can be
captured to ensure
the action on the
tracker can be
closed

CO’S highlighted that the one action which is partially complete does
not pose a risk to the organisation. The DofF reported there would be
wider consideration given to a strategy in relation to the utilisation of
Power BI, it was agreed this should be reflected in the tracker.
ARC commended the teams for the continued effort on taking the
actions forward through such challenging times.
3.

External Audit

3.1

External Audit Progress Report – NAO presented the progress report
on the 2020/21 audit. They confirmed that good progress had been
made and no issues had arisen to date which they needed to draw to
the attention of ARC.

7.1

ARC noted the progress against the audit plan and the areas of testing
that had been carried out by NAO, including data quality as well as
MPS testing as part of the GPI work.
3.2

Audit plan for 2020/21 - NAO presented the plan highlighting their
assessment of the risks of material misstatement to the financial
statements, of which would be the focus of the audit for 2020/21.
ARC noted there had been early engagement between NHSR, NAO
and their actuaries, from which a more detailed scope to support the
process for the audit of the IBNR provision had been agreed, this had
also been shared with NHSR’s Actuaries.
NAO drew attention of the Committee to the following areas:


Other matters those charged with governance consider may
influence the audit of the financial statements



The entity's objectives and strategies, and the related business
risks that may result in material misstatements



Possibility, knowledge of and process for identifying and
responding to the risks of fraud



Oversight of the effectiveness of internal control



Whether any non-compliance with any laws or regulations
(including regularity) have been reported to those charged with
governance (e.g.from staff, service organisations or other
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Item

Actions
sources)



Policies, procedures and systems for recording noncompliance with laws, regulations and internal policies.

ARC noted those matters.
The key risks identified by the NAO are presumed risk of management
override of controls, valuation and disclosure of provisions for
liabilities, COVID 19 impacts, quality and integrity of data, fraudulent
claims, updates regarding policy consultation, change in the PIDR and
introduction of the new finance system.
The audit fee for this year is estimated to be £210k. The fee has
increased from 2019/ 20 as a result of the additional work generated
by Covid-19.
The plan was noted.
4.

Internal Audit

4.1

Draft Internal Audit Annual Opinion Report – ARC noted that the report
was draft. Six audits have now been completed and three are
underway. The HoIA opinion is likely to be moderate on the overall
adequacy and effectiveness of the organisation’s framework of
governance, risk management and control..

4.2

Internal Audit Review – Key Financial Controls – The review covered
budget control and financial reporting.

7.1

The IAM highlighted the review had been split into two distinct
sections, scheme costs, and organisational running costs, the former
being the money paid out to claimants according to the various
schemes, and the latter being the cost of operations of the
organisation. This separation is due to a distinction in processes
between the two areas which make up the total budget under the remit
of NHS Resolution.
A substantial assurance opinion had been given with one low and one
medium recommendation for improvement
Internal Audit Review – GPI Part 2 –This audit review covered the
work undertaken by NHS Resolution following on from the scope of
last year’s review on the governance and oversight arrangements that
had been established in relation to GPI.
A substantial assurance opinion had been given on this review with
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Item
one low risk recommendation for improvement

Actions

Internal Audit Review - Data quality part 3 –ARC noted the Data
Quality reviews for 2020/21 had been delivered in three parts. This
review was the final part and involved the evaluation of the quality of
the Estimated Settlement Date (ESD) data field for a sample of claims.
The findings were presented as a management letter with an audit
conclusion that found all of the 15 claims tested had an accurate and
supported ESD recorded within the CMS system. Therefore no
management actions are required
4.3

Draft Internal Audit Plan 2021/22 ARC considered the draft plan, which
was agreed in principle so that work could commenced. The areas
identified for the plan were risk management, payroll, data quality,
GPI, legal panel procurement, stakeholder management, data security
protection toolkit, CEP, CSR and follow up from audit
recommendations in previous years.

NHSR management
and IA to discuss the
plan, consider
whether the resource
is sufficient and to
ensure the focus of
audit days matches
Through discussions it was noted that the plan would continue to be
the key priority areas
flexed in year recognising the ongoing challenges of Covid.
such as CEP. A an
updated plan will be
ARC members asked if sufficient audit was being planned on the key
transformation programmes – CEP and CSP. They were informed that brought back to the
May ARC meeting
NHSR management were also considering other sources of potential
external assurance in relation to the Core Systems Programme. It was
agreed an update on this would be provided at the May ARC meeting
as part of the CIO’s presentation to ARC.

7.1

It was confirmed that the strategic risk in relation to failure to identify
significant concerns relating to patient or public safety had not been
included in the audit plan as a key treatment for that risk includes the
core systems programme, which itself will be audited. Management
will also consider if other IT tools such as artificial intelligence could be
included in the scope of the core systems audit.
ARC members asked if the resource associated with the plan was
sufficient given the growth in the organisation and the major change
programme over the next few years. It was agreed further discussions
would take place between management and RSM UK to consider
whether the resource is sufficient and ensure the focus of audit days
matches the key priority areas such as CEP. An updated plan will be
brought back to the May ARC meeting.
5.

Deep Dive of Business Areas

5.1

ORG – context and background to ORG – David Gurusinghe (DG), the
Deputy Director of Strategy and Transformation joined the meeting to
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Item
present this item.

Actions

ARC noted DG was also the chair of ORG and the background in
relation to the purpose and context of ORG’s role within the
governance framework at NHSR.
He confirmed that ORG’s role in relation to the operational delivery of
the strategy and business plan includes oversight of risk identification
and mitigations.
ARC noted the deep dive presented included feedback from ORG
members, input from the Corporate Governance Team as well as the
CEO and DofF to consider what is going well and improvements that
can be made..
DG highlighted the work ORG had taken forward in relation to the
current COVID impact, the transformation work and the requirement to
ensure business as usual continued. The group had already taken
action and had agreed areas that require further discussion with SMT
that could have a strategic impact.

7.1

The CEO highlighted she had commissioned an advisory internal audit
review of the governance groups which report to SMT. ItI is envisaged
that recommendations from this will support the delegation and
empowerment of decisions making to the relevant groups. She
highlighted SMT had empowered ORG as the deputy director’s group
to prioritise workload in their areas, minimizing matters that need to be
escalated to SMT.
DG reported the role of ORG in relation to the treatment of the
strategic risks around both the delivery of the transformation
programme and business as usual. He highlighted that the group
looked at all activity in the business and considered what was critical,
resource required, the impact if activity was delayed and alternative
ways of delivering some activities. The risk appetite for change is
medium, whereas the appetite for business as usual activity is low so
ORG have been ensuring there isn’t an impact on the core critical
activity NHSR are directed to deliver.
ARC recognised the role and work of ORG and the journey it was on.
It was also noted that the IA advisory review on the governance
groups and a review of risk management would be coming to a future
ARC;, the risk reports that set out the plan to bring the strategic risk
Strat 23 within appetite will also enable ARC to see ORG’s role within
the risk framework
6.

Risk and Assurance
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6.1

Item

Actions

Risk and Assurance Report – CO’S presented the risk report
highlighting that the review of the strategic risks by SMT and the
Corporate Operational risks by ORG had taken place in November
2020. The document therefore reflected the risk position as at
November.

SMT and ORG
consider how to
capture the risks in
terms of
transformation
programme versus
BAU to enable
assurance all risks
are being identified,
managed and have
clear treatment plans
where required.

She highlighted the report now set out the key milestones for the
treatment plans of those risks that are been out of appetite.
In relation to the risk Strat 23- Failure to deliver core business and/or
business change projects due to the challenging programme of activity
we have underway - ARC recognised that given the current challenges
COVID brings and the changing policy environment that this risk may
sit outside appetite for some time. However it was emphasised that
management should continue to take action in relation to particular
areas of the business to mitigate risk. ARC noted that the core
business element of the risk was being treated as an issue given the
risk appetite on this is low. SMT were due to have discussions to
consider the current programmes and business critical activities to
ensure core delivery is not compromised.

7.1

ARC requested SMT and ORG consider how NHSR capture the risks
in terms of transformation programme versus BAU to enable
assurance all risks are being identified, managed and have clear
treatment plans where required.
ARC noted that this risk will be reviewed in March 2021 through
business and resource planning for 2021/22.
Risk Strat22 - NHS Resolution’s core systems become obsolete - ARC
noted the key milestone dates for the treatment plan actions which
support bringing the risk into appetite within 2 years. When a key
action is complete SMT will assess how that is supporting the
mitigation of the overall risk.
It was highlighted that the mitigation plans are dependent on DHSC
approval of the core systems business case.
Risk Strat06 Fail to identify through our work any significant concern
that patient/staff safety/public protection are or have the potential to be
compromised – SMT had amended the risk description following the
ARC suggestion in October 2020. The risk highlights the requirement
for improved BI to enable NHSR to access all data and identify any
concerns.
SMT will consider the Proof of Concept AI work once complete to
ascertain if it is a feasible tool to support the treatment of the risk.
ARC noted that the impact of actions will be reviewed in
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6.2

Item
August/September 2021.

Actions

IT Incident Report – ARC considered the serious incident report in
relation to a major incident resulting in the loss of all NHS Resolution
core systems data in November 2020.

Detail of the incident
management
process for this event
to be discussed
between an ARC
member and the
CIO.

It was agreed the detail of the incident management process for this
event will be covered in a discussion between an ARC member and
the CIO.
7.

Governance

7.1

ARC Terms of Reference - The Deputy Head of Corporate and
Information Governance reviewed the current version alongside the
HM Treasury Audit and Risk Committee Handbook and considered
there are no changes required. ARC confirmed the current Terms of
Reference are fit for purpose and endorsed for approval by the Board

8

Minutes of RPC Meetings

8.1

Minutes of RPC meetings - ARC noted the summary reports and
minutes of the RPC meetings of December 2020 and January 2021

9.

Any Other Business

9.1

There was no other business to consider

10.

Part Two - Private meeting of ARC members, the Chief Executive
and Director of Finance and Corporate Planning
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